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Alliances in Financial Ecosystems: A Source of Organizational Legitimacy for Fintech Startups and Incumbents
Christopher Svensson, Jakob Udesen, and Jane Webb

“Banks are not only going to compete with each other and fintech startups. We’re probably also going to have to compete with Amazon, Google, and Apple. Maybe there’s going to come a time when all the former rivals will come together.”

Investment Manager of a Swedish Venture Capitalist Firm (Interviewed for this study)

Financial ecosystems are transforming around new financial technology, or “fintech”. As such ecosystems transform, the basis for being seen as legitimate also changes for all actors. Thus, alliances between actors within financial ecosystems are increasingly formed to help gain, maintain, and repair organizational legitimacy. From interviews with fintech startups in Sweden and with venture capitalist firms investing in fintech startups in Sweden, we explore the intertwined quests for organizational legitimacy in a transforming financial ecosystem. As Swedish fintech startups seek to establish a sense of their legitimacy, simultaneously incumbents seek to maintain and repair their organizational legitimacy. Adopting a legitimacy-based view of strategic alliances, we set out the aspects of organizational legitimacy that incumbents and fintech startups look for in a potential partner and how these aspects meet the legitimacy needs of each partner. We argue that alliances further enhance the organizational legitimacy of both fintech startups and incumbents.

Introduction

Recently the surge in new financial technology – fintech – has come under increasing attention. Some paint fintech startups as disruptive forces about to revolutionize financial services with major improvements in efficiency, customer centeredness, and informaldness (Gomber et al., 2018). Others see this as fintech 3.0, an era where an increased number of actors provide financial services and develop technology faster (Arner et al., 2016). Various understandings of the current fintech trends are twinned with ambiguity over just what the term fintech actually covers (Gromek, 2018). A straightforward definition of fintech is “companies... that combine financial services with modern, innovative technologies,... offer[ing] Internet-based and application-oriented products” (Dorfliehter et al., 2017). Offerings of fintech startups relate to a broad range of categories, but particularly to automated wealth management, customized insurance, peer-to-peer lending, new payment solutions, crowdfunding, and the trading of stocks (Lee & Shin, 2018).

The financial ecosystem that fintech startups are helping transform also includes technology developers; government agencies and regulators; financial customers (both private and corporate customers); and traditional financial institutions (incumbents) (Lee & Shin, 2018). Fintech startups need to take many of these actors into account when developing their services (CB Insights, 2018; Lee & Shin, 2018). However, they confront a “liability of newness” (Stinchcombe, 1965) while struggling for visibility, influence, and legitimacy in a competitive market. As Payette (2014) details, legitimacy is particularly vital to the growth and survival of technology startups and yet managers often resort to improvising legitimacy-building tactics. Unquestionably, fintech startups engage in other challenges related to commercialization at the same time as legitimacy-building, such as raising awareness among
other actors in the financial ecosystem about the potential of new technologies; ensuring that products comply with relevant legislation such as the handling of personal data; and integrating products to overcome some legacy systems. Here, we focus on how the need for organizational legitimacy of fintech startups relates to the organizational legitimacy needs of incumbents. Understanding how this dynamic may influence commercialization is vital for fintech startups.

We argue in this article that, as financial ecosystems transform, so too does the basis for being perceived as a legitimate actor. Drawing on an interview study, we provide a snapshot of experiences of Swedish fintech startups. We explore the relationship between attempts by fintech startups to establish a sense of their legitimacy and simultaneous attempts by incumbents to maintain and repair organizational legitimacy. Adopting a legitimacy-based view of strategic alliances, we set out the aspects of organizational legitimacy that incumbents and fintech startups look for in a potential partner and how these aspects meet the legitimacy needs of each partner. We argue that alliances further enhance the organizational legitimacy of both fintech startups and incumbents. We call for more research into how ecosystems transformed by technology entrepreneurship involve actors in intertwined quests for organizational legitimacy, and what this means for the commercialization of new technologies.

A Relational Perspective on Technology Ecosystems

Technological innovation and business model changes are reshaping entire industries (Giones & Brem, 2017; Kumararawamy et al., 2018). Such networks of independent firms are commonly labelled as business ecosystems (Iansiti & Levien, 2004). With respect to fintech ecosystems, Lee and Shin (2018) conceptualize an ecosystem as an affiliation, where traditional industry boundaries have broken down, leading to interdependence and symbiotic relationships (Adner, 2017). With this starting point, innovation is understood as radically reconfiguring relationships between ecosystem members, leading to a need to consider how changes in ecosystems affect relationships between a variety of different actors. Understanding the impact of innovation on the relational interdependencies across ecosystems becomes necessary (Adner & Kapoor, 2010; Dougherty, 2017; Sandström et al., 2014).

Such a relational approach helps reveal the dynamics between firms defending their position in an existing market and those attempting to disrupt it (Kumararawamy et al., 2018). New ventures often have a relational dependency on incumbents, needing to access complementary resources from incumbents, but ecosystems are, of course, characterized by many differently motivated actors who respond differently to changes (Kumararawamy et al., 2018). This means that introducing innovation is about “multilateral negotiations with multiple stakeholders that have potentially diverging preferences” (Sandström et al., 2014). We can understand disruption to industries as processual, rather than outcome-based, and as depending “on how the innovation is framed and experienced by the multiple actors involved at different times during the innovation’s journey” (Kumararawamy et al., 2018).

Felländer, Siri, and Teigland (2018) describe a phase in the Swedish financial ecosystem of innovation struggle (from 2007–2008 to mid-2016) and today’s phase of partnership and client focus. They argue that there will likely be a new phase of positioning from 2020 driven by technology, in contrast to the earlier consumer-driven and regulations-driven phases. The future phase will be characterized by “a more networked structure with partnerships with fintech actors, while the client databases will be open and secure, enabling the co-creation of services” (Felländer et al., 2018). Moving towards such an era in the finance industry entails changing relationships between incumbents and fintech startups. Exploring how organizations can harness relationships to build sustained competitive advantage becomes important (Dyer & Singh, 1998).

When considering interdependencies in an ecosystem, the complexity of converging and diverging interests cannot be underestimated. It is vital to understand that there are both “competitive and collaborative dynamics in fintech innovation” (Lee & Shin, 2018). This means, for example, that fintech startups are less collaborative with incumbents when regulation is favourable for a startup to establish their business (Lee & Shin, 2018). Even in acquisitions seen as a complementary process, where incumbents want to acquire the assets of a startup and a startup wants to be acquired in order to leverage an incumbent’s capabilities, acquisition integration requires careful planning and execution (Carbone, 2011). Within the financial ecosystem, incumbents invest in fintech in a number of ways in addition to the straight route to acquiring or buying fintech (Lee & Shin, 2018). In this article, we take the view that incumbents cannot take for granted that startups want to be acquired.
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Forms of Organizational Legitimacy

This article is about how transformation in ecosystems around technology entrepreneurship changes the basis for being seen as a legitimate actor. Organizational legitimacy is “a generalized perception or assumption that the actions of an entity are desirable, proper, or appropriate within some socially constructed system of norms, values, beliefs, and definitions” (Suchman, 1995). It is “a reaction of observers to the organization as they see it” (Suchman, 1995). While legitimacy is often seen as an “asset”, an organization is subject to an ongoing assessment by others of its legitimacy (Bitektine & Haack, 2015). Suchman (1995) distinguishes between an organization operating in an appropriate manner and being appropriate, as well as whether legitimacy is considered on an episodic or continual basis.

Suchman (1995) identifies three forms of legitimacy – pragmatic, moral, and cognitive – that each rest on a different behavioural dynamic. Pragmatic legitimacy is based on the self-interest of an organization’s most immediate audience. Moral legitimacy hinges on the normative approval by an audience of an organization’s actions and the extent to which the organization is perceived as “doing the right thing”. This is about wider societal welfare rather than narrow self-interest. Both pragmatic and moral legitimacy are about discursive evaluation, where cost-benefit appraisals and ethical judgements are carried out through explicit public discussion. Cognitive legitimacy arises when an audience stops evaluating an organization and instead accepts it as necessary. Table 1 summarizes how Suchman (1995) conceptualizes organizational legitimacy. We use this as the first part of our analytical framework.

These forms of organizational legitimacy are in play both when pursuing continuity and when pursuing credibility, as well as when seeking active support and when seeking passive support from audiences. Continuity is about how an audience acts towards an organization, supporting the organization through their everyday actions and allowing the organization to persist. Credibility relates to how an audience understands an organization, considering an organization as worthier, more meaningful, more predictable, and

Table 1. Forms of organizational legitimacy set out by Suchman (1995)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Form of Legitimacy</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pragmatic</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exchange</td>
<td>An audience supports an organization’s actions because they benefit from them.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Influence</td>
<td>An audience believes that an organization is responsive to their larger interests.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dispositional</td>
<td>An audience associates an organization with particular attributes, such as being trustworthy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Moral</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consequential</td>
<td>An audience positively evaluates the generated output or accomplishments of the organization.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Procedural</td>
<td>An organization complies with socially formed and accepted techniques, procedures, and methodologies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structural</td>
<td>An organization has in place socially accepted structures that indicate a capacity to perform specific types of work.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal</td>
<td>An audience associates an organization with charismatic individuals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cognitive</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comprehensibility</td>
<td>An organization fits with available cultural models that provide plausible explanations for the organization and its endeavours.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taken-for-grantedness</td>
<td>An audience considers an organization as irreplaceable – for it not to exist would be unthinkable.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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more trustworthy (Suchman, 1995). Ensuring continuity is perhaps of greatest importance to an incumbent, whereas gaining credibility is perhaps more important for startups. Both pursuing continuity and pursuing credibility are parts of whether an organization is assessed as legitimate by audiences.

**Strategic Alliances as a Source of Organizational Legitimacy**

There are various internal actions that companies can take to gain, maintain, and repair organizational legitimacy, such as employing experienced leaders and managers with previous knowledge from related fields or locating the company in proximity to a relevant talent pool and an industrial cluster (Rao et al., 2008). Another way that organizations can attempt to gain, maintain or repair organizational legitimacy is to engage in strategic alliances. A strategic alliance is an inter-organizational cooperation that enables the building of competitive advantages. Given that engaging in alliances is often integral to technology startups achieving competitive advantage (Dutta & Hora, 2017), being perceived as an attractive partner is an important part of growing a startup. Such alliances provide, for example, customer knowledge and distribution channels (Aarikka-Stenroos & Sandberg, 2012). However, alliances can also serve an important legitimating function for organizations and act as a means to an economic or competitive end (Dacin et al., 2007). The legitimating role of strategic alliances is itself a source of competitive advantage (Dacin et al., 2007), helping firms gain more from their innovation (Rao et al., 2008).

Table 2 summarizes the five legitimacy needs that Dacin, Oliver, and Roy (2007) set out as motivations for organizations to consider strategic alliances. We use this as the second part of our analytical framework. Partner selection for an alliance is driven by a variety of factors relevant to each organization’s objectives that assess whether an alliance with a potential partner will meet legitimacy needs at the same time as a wider set of objectives (Dacin et al., 2007). For technology startups, organizational legitimacy and legitimacy for a product go hand in hand in commercialization processes, given that the firm and the digital technology are often indistinguishable for digital entrepreneurs (Ingram Bogusz et al., 2018). Technology startups, like any startups, have to balance conforming to expectations within an industry with being distinct (Navis & Glynn, 2011). How an alliance could function to help a startup achieve “legitimate distinctiveness” – being similar enough and distinct enough – is something startups must consider. Incumbents can consider how an alliance could help

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Legitimacy Need</th>
<th>Legitimating Function of Alliance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Market</td>
<td>The need for endorsement and receptiveness by government, suppliers, or customers; often faced by new firms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relational</td>
<td>The need to be perceived as an attractive alliance partner in an environment of intense competition for partners</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social</td>
<td>The need to be seen as socially responsible by stakeholders who closely monitor compliance with rules and expectations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Investment</td>
<td>The need for a new business activity to be endorsed internally</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alliance</td>
<td>The need for alliances to be endorsed, particularly in industries without a history of using alliances</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
them maintain organizational legitimacy and gain competitive advantage in an ecosystem transforming around new technologies.

**Methods**

**Research context**

This article draws on data from an explorative study about the growth of fintech startups in Sweden. The Nordic fintech sector is growing rapidly with annual investments of €163 million (~$250 million CAD) during 2016, doubling the amount from 2014 (Jonsdottir et al., 2017). Sweden is currently the second largest fintech community in Europe. Swedish consumers are known to be early adopters of new technologies, with Sweden leading for over a decade in the uptake of online banking (Björn, 2018). In the past, the banks have worked together to introduce two successful fintech services: Swish, a payments service for transfer between private customers launched in 2012, and BankID, a digital identification service launched online in 2003 and on mobile in 2010. The launch of Swish occurred during an era that Felländer and co-authors (2018) see as the first phase of fintech in Sweden, when the banks awakened to the success of fintech startups such as Klarna and iZettle and cooperated with each other to introduce new technology. We carried out the research in the current phase of partnership and client focus, that in the next few years will likely give way to a phase of positioning, driven by technology and when client databases will be more open (Felländer et al., 2018).

**Data collection**

The study began during a conversation between two of the authors and the founders of a Swedish fintech startup. During that conversation, the founders repeatedly returned to the uncertainty they were facing about how to approach markets outside Sweden. Based on this, we chose to explore the internationalization experiences of Swedish fintech startups, focusing on partnership strategies. We interviewed representatives from fintech startups, as well as venture capitalist firms (VCs), because VCs are often involved at an early stage in the particularly capital-intensive area of fintech (Jonsdottir et al., 2017).

Two of the authors jointly carried out 19 interviews over four weeks (February to March 2018). Fifteen of these interviews were with fintech startups in Sweden, and four were with investors introduced to us by the fintech startups. The interviewees from startups were business developers, founders, or CEOs with strategic responsibility for the long-term vision of the startup. We identified the startups by using the Nordic Tech List (2018). These startups were “new ventures developing software based financial services” (Dorflteiner et al., 2017) and: i) had received at least €1M (~$1.5M CAD) in funding; ii) had a corporate website in at least two languages; and iii) had been founded in Sweden. According to Lee and Shin’s (2018) typology of the business models of fintech startups, the 15 interviewed fintech startups included: capital market (1), insurance (1), crowdfunding (1), wealth management (3) and payment (7). The remaining two fintech startups – one with software enabling the use of artificial intelligence, another with a product enabling authentication on a smartphone – combined elements of a fintech startup with a technology developer. We also interviewed four investors that were: i) based in Sweden; ii) investing in fintech startups, and iii) working with portfolio companies that had expanded outside Sweden. Two of the investors were from bank-owned VCs, one was from a bank investing in fintech startups, and one was from a general VC.

We developed the interview guide to invite reflections from each interviewee about the experience of initial internationalization efforts by Swedish fintech startups. In line with the explorative research design, the interviews were semi-structured to allow an interviewee to elaborate on aspects particularly important to them. The interviews each lasted 40–60 minutes and were recorded. One researcher asked the questions, while the other took notes. Immediately after each interview, the two researchers wrote up an interview summary. Later they transcribed all interviews.

**Data analysis**

Across the interviews were comments about establishing trust with other actors in the financial ecosystem and the need to work through incumbents, both in Sweden and in new markets. To zoom in on the interplay of organizational legitimacy of incumbents and fintech startups, we mapped how different actors in the financial ecosystem assessed a fintech startup, and how different actors in the financial ecosystem assessed an incumbent. Using Suchman’s (1995) definition of organizational legitimacy, by audience we looked at: i) the norms, values, and beliefs and ii) desirable, proper, or appropriate actions. Our research design for understanding the experiences of fintech startups gave particular insights into how fintech startups assess the legitimacy of incumbents and how incumbents assess the legitimacy of fintech startups.

In the next section, we present interview snippets about why incumbents are interested in partnering...
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with fintech startups and why fintech startups are interested in partnering with incumbents. We emphasize the main points of each snippet in bold. The snippets illustrate the legitimacy needs of incumbents and fintech startups.

We then synthesize our analysis into a model of the desirable actions and attributes that fintech startups and incumbents look for in a partner. Next, we illustrate how fintech startups signaled trustworthiness to incumbents before outlining what we understand as the implications for fintech startups stemming from our findings about organizational legitimacy in financial ecosystems.

A Wave of Innovation Transforming the Financial Ecosystem

Why were established actors interested in partnering with fintech startups? What were the general legitimacy needs of incumbents? Interviewees spoke about how banks in Sweden are realizing that they need to transform their working processes. They spoke of a “wave of innovation” and of the change to the finance industry since new regulations (i.e., the EU’s Payment Services Directive, or PSD2) had come into force. All of this challenged the ways that banks were used to working and how they maintained customer loyalty. This new picture of the financial ecosystem meant that banks were considering how to work with other actors. It was clear, however, that banks hoped to partner with fintech startups on their terms – by owning a controlling share of fintech startups.

A representative of a bank-owned VC said this about the impact of changing regulations:

“I believe that the traditional banks will encounter more and more challenges related to their way of doing business. They will be attacked from many different angles.” (Investor D)

Such challenges to the banks’ ways of working had had a positive impact on a wealth management startup, according to its CEO:

“Our sales process is becoming easier now as the banks are realizing that the regulations are changing. The banks have a big spending budget and their demand for innovation is increasing as they see that there will be new competitors as a consequence of PSD2... If you are a bank and I am PSD2-certified, then I can force you to give me your data.” (Fintech Startup O)

The investment manager from a VC working specifically with fintech partnerships went further. He pointed to the potential of even greater cooperation within the financial ecosystem to block non-financial actors establishing themselves:

“We need to understand that the wave of innovation that is coming means that banks are not only going to compete with each other and fintech startups. We’re probably also going to have to compete with Amazon, Google, Apple, etc. Maybe there’s going to come a time when all the former rivals will come together and say ‘Oh my God. We have to do this or we’re going to die.’” (Investor B)

There seemed to be two main reasons that incumbents wanted to partner with fintech startups, according to the interviewees. The first was about retaining legitimacy in the eyes of their customers:

“The banks care about their customers’ long-term view of the bank. Five years from now, they want their customers to still look at them as legitimate service providers. They understand that they need to add new functionality.” (Fintech Startup O)

The second explanation for why incumbents wanted to partner with startups was about moving to a more open banking system:

“An IT executive at [Swedish Bank] put it really well. He said that, up to now, they’ve tried to make their systems as closed and secure as possible. Now they’re facing demands to open up these systems and share them with everyone else. Those are two completely different mindsets. It’s really clear that the banks are struggling to transition from a closed community to an environment where everything is shared.” (Fintech Startup K)

Despite the interest in partnering with fintech startups, the banks expected to have control of fintech startups:

“The banks are after innovation, but they also want revenue share and ownership in the fintech startup.” (Fintech Startup K)

One of the motivations of banks for such control may have been a wish to act cautiously due to their standing in the financial ecosystem and their fear of adverse customer impact:
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“Banks are in a situation where they’re almost considered as government bodies. They simply cannot make decisions that could affect customers negatively.” (Fintech Startup O)

From these interview snippets, we see that incumbents had legitimacy needs in terms of being seen as able to keep apace with the opening up of banking brought about by changing regulations and by fintech innovation. Their established status put them in need of maintaining legitimacy, rather than gaining legitimacy. This could be classified primarily as a need for market legitimacy, but with clear links also to investment legitimacy and to alliance legitimacy (Dacin et al., 2007). Through the right partner, an incumbent could validate the alliance form, as well as signal to a variety of stakeholders that the company had an intention to expand and improve current services to customers.

A Long Journey for Approval

Some of the interviewees represented a fintech startup where their business model was dependent on other actors within the financial ecosystem for access to infrastructure such as payment systems or authentication systems. For such fintech startups, acquisition and shared ownership were part of commercialization strategies. Beyond this, what were the reasons that fintech startups had for partnering with established actors? What were the general legitimacy needs of fintech startups? Interviewees emphasized how fintech startups were generally dependent on the banks, because the banks had standing akin to being government bodies. Banks had knowledge and expertise that could help fintech startups navigate regulatory frameworks. The banks were able to verify customer need for new services and open doors to partners and customers in new markets.

One manager at a bank investing in fintech, talked about what differentiated fintech startups from other technology-based startups:

“Based on the companies that we’ve previously invested in, it’s always been a given that SaaS startups [Software as a Service] are ‘born global’ right from the start. For fintech companies, it’s a different story because there are so many regulatory aspects that need to be considered. Fintech companies have to go through quite a long journey before they have a final product approved by the Financial Authority.” (Investor C)

An investment manager at a VC described why fintech startups depended on the banks:

“Fintech need the banks. They still need the banks because it’s the banks that have the banking licenses.” (Investor B)

Some interviewees emphasized the support they received to identify barriers to entry in different markets. Commonly, the main expertise that was mentioned as being invaluable to fintech startups was how to make sense of regulations. A senior advisor at a bank-owned VC spoke about how experience working with a number of fintech startups meant that the firm’s lawyers were able to offer tailor-made advice:

“As we’ve navigated the regulatory frameworks for a while, we’ve learned how to apply them correctly to new products. I can use our lawyers, who have a thorough understanding of the frameworks, to supply knowledge to our portfolio companies.” (Investor A)

Providing legal expertise was part of what a partnership with a fintech startup entailed for a bank. One interviewee put it like this:

“That’s one huge advantage of collaborating with a bank – they possess a lot of knowledge and an army of lawyers if there was ever any legal complication. Since we have implemented our service in their platform, it’s in their interest to help us.” (Fintech Startup O)

Beyond complying with all the regulatory and procedural requirements of a bank or of national regulators, the interviewees also emphasized how incumbents provided access to customers both in Sweden and in other markets, and helped verify customer need:

“What helped us there, was that they introduced us to all their customers. We basically got to meet every big bank in the UK through our partner [a Swedish bank].” (Fintech Startup I)

“It’s a huge advantage when you’re working with such a big bank. They have resources to thoroughly verify the market demand. They would not have accepted us as a partner if they had not verified the need with their customers first. We assume that the incumbents have a good idea of what their customers want.” (Fintech Startup O)
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One interviewee from a payments fintech startup talked about how his company gained access to credit card customers through partnering with a bank:

“Through that partner [a bank], we secured a much cheaper customer acquisition cost. We didn’t need to market ourselves to the same extent. We could rely a lot on the alliance with the bank who already had a customer base. They just went out to their customers and told them that we existed.”  
(Fintech Startup 1)

From these interview snippets, we see that fintech startups had legitimacy needs in terms of being seen to comply with regulations and to reach customers to validate the product. The status put them in need primarily of gaining market legitimacy (Dacin et al., 2007) as they tackled the “liability of newness” (Stinchcombe, 1965). There were links, too, to social legitimacy and investment legitimacy (Dacin et al., 2007), as fintech startups sought to be seen as compliant by regulators and to signal to investors the worth of their business through entering into a strategic alliance with an experienced partner.

Intertwined Quests for Organizational Legitimacy

The interviews provide insight into how the motivations for partnerships between incumbents and fintech startups are underpinned by legitimacy needs. From the primary need of market legitimacy for fintech startups and incumbents, it becomes clearer what makes each actor an attractive partner for the other. Figure 1 illustrates the complementary nature of the quests for organizational legitimacy that fintech startups and incumbents engage in. The figure depicts the desired actions and attributes associated with organizational legitimacy central in alliances between fintech startups and incumbents. These are the criteria for partner selection and show how the legitimacy needs of each actor relate. Joint accomplishments from the partnership enhance the organizational legitimacy for both partners with a variety of stakeholders, helping to meet a package of legitimacy needs of each partner. Below, we summarize the actions and attributes using Suchman’s (1995) conceptualization of forms of organizational legitimacy. A key element of this representation is that the nature of gaining, maintaining, or repairing organizational

![Figure 1. Legitimating functions of alliances between a fintech startup and an incumbent to meet organizational legitimacy needs of each partner](image-url)
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legitimacy, as Suchman (1995) describes, means that organizational legitimacy is not an “asset” that arises from a strategic alliance, but is subject to the ongoing assessment of an actor by various audiences.

Dispositional legitimacy and taken-for-grantedness
Incumbents associate a legitimate fintech startup with being innovative and having an ability to translate user input into new functionality. An incumbent’s organizational legitimacy is enhanced through new or improved services and the connection to improved customer experience. For an incumbent to be perceived as legitimate by a fintech startup, it would have achieved a level of taken-for-grantedness that means it is trusted by customers. This shows a relationship between pursuing credibility (a fintech startup) and pursuing continuity (an incumbent). An alliance can help meet these legitimacy needs. Rather than considering that the legitimacy of an incumbent is “extended” to a startup as if an asset, it is more the case, we argue, that both partners in alliances can benefit from the positive assessment by others of the joint accomplishments with their partner.

Influence legitimacy
Both fintech startups and incumbents expect each other to be responsive to their larger interests. Fintech startups expect a legitimate incumbent to recognize the transforming financial ecosystem and a need to improve their services or to add new services. They expect an incumbent to respect a fintech startup’s capacity to apply advanced technology that transforms financial services. Incumbents expect a legitimate fintech startup to be willing to align with their policies, procedures, and demands and respect an incumbent as an expert in following accepted rules and norms. This points to a shared understanding of the financial ecosystem, where both incumbents and fintech startups need to work together because their organizational legitimacy is based on different actions and expertise. We can understand here that there is not a straight case of fintech startups either fitting to the processes of incumbents or of disrupting processes. Instead, there is a process in between the two, given that both fintech startups and incumbents benefit from fitting in with existing processes and with changes to processes. It is perhaps through alliances that fintech startups and incumbents get the chance to explore a midway between fit-to-process and disruption.

Exchange legitimacy
Both fintech startups and incumbents supported particular actions of the partner as ones that they would benefit from. This meant that the technology development processes of a fintech startup would benefit an incumbent, while the expertise in complying with regulations would benefit a fintech startup. Each partner expected that the other would share such competencies with them through the partnership. This would be of direct benefit in carrying out business activities.

Consequential legitimacy
The joint accomplishments from partnering provided a consequential legitimacy for both actors in the eyes of private and corporate customers, investors, shareholders, regulators, and employees, as well as other fintech startups and incumbents. By receiving assistance from an incumbent in complying with regulations, the fintech startup gained social legitimacy from government agencies and regulators. For a fintech startup, building a track record of successful partnerships was a key factor connected to organizational legitimacy that was of interest to potential partners. This helped meet a relational legitimacy need. As one interviewee said:

“This actor has been faster in their decisions, compared to our first partner. We were surprised that they were so much faster. We have our first alliance to thank for that – the new partner considered that alliance an assurance.” (Fintech Startup O)

For incumbents, adding a new service that helped with customer retention and customer acquisition was of benefit in the eyes of shareholders and employees. It both met a social and an investment need for legitimacy. As one interviewee said:

“We also have responsibility with our investments to help employees feel that we are moving forward, that we’re more agile, and that we’re working more closely with startups.” (Investor C)

Trustworthiness Signals by Fintech Startups

Despite the needs for organizational legitimacy of both incumbents and fintech startups, interviewees from fintech startups spoke of the considerable challenges they had faced in navigating the financial ecosystem. In the accounts during the interviews, the interviewees drew on the perceived advantages of fintech startups – speed, technical know-how, streamlined decision-making, produce development processes – to frame what they had to offer as new actors in the financial ecosystem. The interviewees talked about the steps they took to signal trustworthiness to potential partners, such as hiring sales and marketing executives as part of estab-
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lishing a local office in potential markets, partnering with consultancy firms when approaching banks in a new market, appointing board members with a strong network, and the importance of emphasizing a track record.

Time and again, interviewees emphasized the speed under which fintech startups are used to working. The CEO at a payments fintech startup referred to the advantage that fintech startups have over other actors in the financial ecosystem:

"We need to move as fast as possible, because that is the only advantage that we have. The big companies have much more money than us, but we can make faster decisions." (Fintech Startup G)

Another interviewee emphasized that hiring sales executives familiar with particular local markets was a way to be taken more seriously:

"I believe that, if you are a bank, you ask yourself why you should work with our company. We don’t even have a local sales representative. But if they say: 'S**t, they’ve hired [Name]. They’re really going for it – this is serious.’ It sends a signal.” (Fintech Startup C)

Others signaled experience in the finance industry and gained influence by appointing particular board members:

"I would recommend to other fintech startups that they find experienced board members. This is not the first company I have built. Not everyone has access to the kind of network that we have.” (Fintech Startup E)

Implications for Fintech Startups

We argue that, to achieve clarity about how and why to act in particular ways, an actor must assess the legitimacy needs of other actors in a transforming ecosystem and evaluate the strength of their own organization’s organizational legitimacy. This helps an actor position themselves as an attractive partner for possible strategic alliances that can help actors gain, maintain, or repair organizational legitimacy. Thus, there are ongoing simultaneous quests for legitimacy, given legitimation is a social process where all actors within the financial ecosystem are assessing each other and being assessed by other stakeholders. For fintech startups, organizational legitimacy and legitimacy for a particular product go hand in hand. The accomplishments valued by a range of stakeholders mean that an alliance helps gain legitimacy for both the organization and the product. For a startup, building legitimacy is a part of the necessary identity formation that creates competitive advantage (Lounsbury & Glynn, 2001).

Although, in 1995, Suchman described banks as belonging to an archetype of permanent, structurally legitimate organizations of good character, in 2019, a changing financial ecosystem means that banks are no longer perceived the same way. However, even though the status of banks was changing, fintech startups retained
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their hopes that they could piggyback on the established status of incumbents. Given that tackling the “liability of newness” (Stinchcombe, 1965) is about mobilizing affirmative commitments, fintech startups must prove that they have “value”. Fintech startups accentuated their perceived advantages in order to be attractive to incumbents. It is unclear from the interviews who dictates the terms in the financial ecosystem in Sweden – is it more a case of fintech startups gaining legitimacy by conforming to the environment controlled by incumbents or is it more a case of fintech startups manipulating the environment? This could be a crucial question for each fintech startup in order to be seen as a vital actor within the financial ecosystem. There may be a midway between confirming and manipulating, between fit-to-process and disruption, that is mutually beneficial to both fintech startups and incumbents.

Along with putting effort into emphasizing that a fintech startup is falling in line with compliance requirements, each fintech startup needs to shift the conversation, too, about just what is different about their organization and services. This could mean engaging in creating a shared vision of future changes in technology with other fintech startups and setting an agenda on this, as Bailetti (2012) suggests. This helps build legitimacy for a new way of relating between actors within the transforming financial ecosystem. However, a manager of a fintech startup no doubt also gains legitimacy for their organization by demonstrating awareness of socially accepted procedures and structures. We suggest that playing up the legitimate distinctiveness of a fintech startup and how this distinctiveness complements the legitimacy of another actor is crucial to responding to the intertwined quests for organizational legitimacy within financial ecosystems.

Conclusion

From interviews with representatives from fintech startups and VCs, we have explored the intertwined quests of fintech startups and incumbents related to their needs to gain, maintain, and repair organizational legitimacy. We have argued that, by partnering with each other, fintech startups and incumbents can meet organizational legitimacy needs and further enhance organizational legitimacy through the joint accomplishments arising from alliances. The legitimating functions of strategic alliances are considered as building competitive advantage for fintech startups and incumbents in a transforming financial ecosystem. Alliances primarily help establish or maintain rights to operate in a specific market with governments or customers; but, they can also legitimate business activities in the eyes of corporate executives, boards, VCs, and shareholders. While meeting these legitimacy needs, an alliance may also help legitimate the alliance form as a part of strategy for future cooperation with other actors in the financial ecosystem.

This article brings to the fore the necessity – for both fintech startups and incumbents – of managing organizational legitimacy and considering it as a vital part of strategy. Considering the interplay of legitimacy needs across actors in a financial ecosystem makes clearer what managers of a fintech startup can emphasize when seeking to position themselves as attractive partners. To meet the expectations of incumbents, managers from fintech startups emphasize innovative services with sound business models that add value to an incumbent’s platform. They are prepared to comply with the incumbent’s policies and procedures. In turn, the managers of fintech startups seek out incumbents who are trusted by customers, who are investing in new technology, and who are willing to support the fintech startup in navigating regulatory frameworks. Together, an incumbent and a fintech startup may achieve a midway approach that harnesses each other’s expertise to achieve competitive advantage in the financial ecosystem transforming around new technology.

This article provides but a snapshot of the current moment from the perspective of Swedish fintech startups with regards to relationships between fintech startups and incumbents. It offers a starting point for research on intertwined quests for legitimacy in financial ecosystems. A follow-up to this explorative article would be to systematically map the legitimacy needs of all organizational actors in a financial ecosystem and how this impacts technology commercialization, performance, and strategy. Investigating the perceptions of both corporate and private customers about the legitimacy of financial actors could reveal pressing legitimacy challenges that make necessary strategic alliances. This article also opens up opportunities for exploring intertwined quests for legitimacy in other ecosystems transforming due to technology entrepreneurship. In addition, researchers could study how organizational legitimacy needs interact with other business needs to influence strategies adopted by technology startups and by incumbents, especially in relation to when to choose acquisition and when to choose alliance.
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